Applications

Delivering secure tamper evident seals on to courier, cash, evidence and security bags, designed for use on all films types,

Tamper evident tapes can be applied to bags protecting contents with obvious tamper evident messages to alert observers of any unwanted tampering of the bags has taken place.

Once the tamper evident tape is applied the bag is secure and can be used to transport and distribute and store valuable items.

Benefits

Adding an instant extra level of security with tapes providing clear visual indication of tampering.

Working direct with the manufacturer creating the product you need to deliver the security features you want for your bags.

Proven to void when cold and ambient temperature with visible thermochromic action when hot.

Colours: Red, Blue, Metalized
Widths: 20mm, 27.5mm, 30mm, 34mm, 40mm, 45mm, 50mm

Flexible

Can be applied to all PP and PE film types

Instant Layer of Security

Additional layer of security providing clear visual indication of tampering

Individual Options

Languages, UV ink, thermochromic inks in any pattern i.e. wavy lines or dots, colours and length of rolls

Simple, Secure Solution

Machine applied

Level 3 Approved

Tamper evident tape that voids when hot, ambient and cold